**Route: 2202** – (LEAVES PHS AT 4:30 P.M.)
1. MATSUNAGA ES
2. LAKE SENECA ES
3. WATERS LANDING ES
4. 19840 CENTURY BLV – GERMANTOWN LIBRARY
5. SENECA VALLEY HS

**Route: 2205** – (LEAVES PHS AT 4:30 P.M.)
1. DARNESTOWN ES
2. JONES LANE ES
3. RACHEL CARSON ES
4. DUFIEF ES

**Route: 2207** – (LEAVES PHS AT 4:30 P.M.)
1. 19561 SCENERY DR AT PLUM GAR COMMUNITY CENTER
2. STEDWICK ES
3. WHETSTONE ES
4. STRAWBERRY KNOLL ES
5. SHADY GROVE MS
6. 111 WASHINGTON GROVE LN – WASHINGTON GROVE POST OFFICE
7. WASHINGTON GROVE ES
8. 8000 NEEDWOOD RD AT THE PARK OVERLOOK CC
9. MAGRUDER HS

**Route: 2307** – (LEAVES PHS AT 4:30 P.M.)
1. HALLIE WELLS MS
2. GOSHEN ES
3. RESNICK ES
4. LAYTONSVILLE ES

**Route: 2321** – (LEAVES PHS AT 4:30 P.M.)
1. 19561 SCENERY DR AT PLUM GAR COMMUNITY CENTER
2. STEDWICK ES
3. WHETSTONE ES
4. STRAWBERRY KNOLL ES
5. SHADY GROVE MS
6. 111 WASHINGTON GROVE LN – WASHINGTON GROVE POST OFFICE
7. WASHINGTON GROVE ES
8. 8000 NEEDWOOD RD AT THE PARK OVERLOOK CC
9. MAGRUDER HS

**Route: 2328** – (LEAVES PHS AT 4:30 P.M.)
1. CLARKSBURG ES
2. LITTLE BENNETT ES
3. WIMS ES
4. CEDAR GROVE ES
5. 9701 MAIN STREET – DAMASCUS PUBLIC LIBRARY
6. CLEARSPRING ES – CHILDRENS CENTER DAYCARE
7. WOODFIELD ES

**Route: 2995** – (LEAVES PHS AT 4:30 P.M.)
1. CLEMENTE MS
2. NEELSVILLE MS
3. SCOTTSBURY DR AND SCARLET LEAF CIR AT NORTH INTERSECTION
4. SALLY K. RIDE ES
5. ROCKY HILL MS

**Routes: 2201, 2204 & 2210** – (LEAVE PHS AT 4:30 P.M.)
1. Local Poolesville Activity Bus for Poolesville High School M-F
2. T-W-TB Bus stops at John Poole Middle School

---

**Local Area Magnet Students:** take the same bus route as JPMS.

**All Bus Route Information** local and out-of-area may be found on the PHS website under “Quick Links”
- If the bus number starts with a 2 like 2832 that is the Clarksburg Annex Depot – 240.740.4720
- If the bus number starts with a 4 like 4879 that is the Shady Grove North Depot - 240.740.6222
- If the bus number starts with a 5 like 5888 that is the Shady Grove South Depot - 240.740.6210.